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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report has been commissioned by British and Irish
Agencies Afghanistan Group (BAAG) as part of a strategy
to inform a media approach advocating for continued
British aid efforts to Afghanistan. As Afghanistan embarks
on taking responsibility for security within the country
for the first time since 2001 and prepares to see the first
democratic transfer of power in its history, it is crucial that
the UK fulfils its commitments in providing humanitarian
and development assistance. Understanding how the
British media has framed British aid efforts to Afghanistan
is imperative to successfully campaign for continued
public support for the long term development of the
country. This is especially important given the scheduled
troop withdrawal in 2014, which many commentators
have cautioned is likely to result in a decrease in media
interest on Afghanistan.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This report investigates Afghanistan in the British
print media from December 2008 to November 2013.
Specifically, it focuses on the British print media’s
portrayal of British aid efforts in Afghanistan in 2013. The
report aims to provide BAAG with an understanding of
the amount of coverage Afghanistan has received, how
the British print media has framed British aid efforts in
Afghanistan in 2013, the obstacles and influences that
journalists face in reporting on Afghanistan, and how
journalists perceive this narrative to unfold given the
political developments ahead. The findings of this report
are drawn from a Nexis UK search, a content analysis and
interviews conducted with key journalists reporting on
Afghanistan.

Building on the findings of the report, the following
recommendations aim to increase the influence, profile
and voice BAAG has within the British print media:
1.

•

MAIN FINDINGS

Negative portrayals of ‘aid and development’ seem
to dominate the media space in 2013. This may not
be surprising given the critical discourse surrounding
British involvement in Afghanistan over the past decade.
However, the amount of positive articles relative to the
amount of negative articles suggests there is space in
the British print media for positive reporting on ‘aid and
development’.
The subject(s) journalists choose to report on seem to
predominantly reflect newspapers’ political orientation
and interests. If there is a lack of space for ‘aid and
development’ within newspapers, journalists are
less likely to report on it. The emergence of ‘aid and
development’ stories appears to be further constrained
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by the UK government’s promotion of a specific
security focus when referring to British involvement
in Afghanistan. However, the interviews suggest that
certain characteristics may render ‘aid and development’
stories more attractive to journalists. Journalists appear
to favour stories that have a human element, that can
be linked to a broader geo-political context, and that
contain a ‘wow’ factor. The interviews also highlight that
there is a breakdown in the relationship between NGO’s
and the media, and that NGOs need to be more proactive in cultivating personal relationships.
Despite Afghanistan sustaining a privileged position
within the British print media over the past decade,
all interviewees strongly stated that it is unlikely that
journalists will remain interested once UK forces
withdraw in 2014. The findings of this report reinforce
warnings that media coverage on Afghanistan is likely to
decrease in the near future. It is therefore imperative that
BAAG increases its profile as a source of media expertise,
in order to utilise and sustain the little space for positive
‘aid and development’ stories that remains.

3.

•

Rather than focusing purely on the
benefits British aid efforts will have for
Afghanistan, focus on the benefits ‘aid
and development’ to Afghanistan will
have for Britain.

Rather than try to lobby newspapers
and journalists that do not focus on ‘aid
and development’ issues in Afghanistan,
focus time and resources on encouraging
those who do.

•

Rather than focusing purely on
countering the criticisms against ‘aid and
development’ projects in Afghanistan,
counter the critiques of aid as an
unjustified endeavour. As coverage on
Afghanistan is likely to decrease, this
may allow BAAG to remain a voice of
influence within the media.

Invest in and develop personal relationships
with journalists.
•

British print media coverage on Afghanistan seems to
fluctuate irregularly over the five year period. Fluctuations
range between 392 articles per month and 1,563. Within
this space, ‘aid and development’ only represents 4.3%.
Moreover, the space for ‘aid and development’ appears
to have contracted, decreasing by 52.5% between 2010
and 2013.

When possible try to address the broader
critiques of ‘aid and development’ in the media.

Identify and target newspapers and journalists
that sustain a space for ‘aid and development’
issues concerning Afghanistan.
•

2.

4.

Pro-actively cultivate relationships with
key journalists.
Communicate with key journalists by
using informal communication channels
such as personal emails, rather than
press releases.

•

Promote social events to engage and
inform journalists on Afghanistan and
BAAG’s profile as an advocacy group and
a source of expertise.

•

Aim to keep stories exclusive to key
journalists in order to increase the status
and competiveness of such stories.

Tailor stories for journalists by:
•

Emphasising a human element when
possible.

•

Trying to link to the broader geo-political
context.

•

Stressing a ‘wow’ factor.

5.

Advise member agencies to:
•

Accommodate journalists by giving
them first hand experiences of projects.

•

Speak out on key issues.
o BAAG should aim to identify the
member agencies that are able
to do this in order to increase
the profile of these agencies to
the British public.

6. Promote an alternative narrative in order to
change the narrative:
•

Rather than try to mitigate the
repercussions of negative media stories
that have already been published, BAAG
should try to promote ‘real value’,
alternative stories to key journalists.

•

Rather than trying to change the critical
narrative of Afghanistan, focus time and
resources on promoting positive stories
to key journalists.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE OF THE 		
RESEARCH
This report has been commissioned by British and Irish
Agencies Afghanistan Group (BAAG) as part of a strategy
to inform a media approach advocating for continued
British aid efforts to Afghanistan. As Afghanistan embarks
on taking responsibility for security within the country
for the first time since 2001 and prepares to see the first
democratic elections in its history, it is imperative that
the UK fulfils its commitments to provide humanitarian
and development assistance1. Understanding how
the British media has framed British aid efforts to
Afghanistan is of crucial importance to successfully
campaign for continued public support for the long term
development of the country. This is especially important
given the scheduled troop withdrawal in 2014, which
many commentators have cautioned is likely to result in
a decrease in media interest on Afghanistan2.
This report focuses on the British print media. It is
comprised of three distinct research questions. The first
question aims to determine the amount of coverage
‘Afghanistan’ and the sub-theme ‘aid and development’
have received in the British print media from December
2008 to November 2013. The amount of coverage the
sub-themes ‘women’ and ‘corruption’ have received will
also be determined as they are key areas of interest to
BAAG. The second question focuses on how British aid
efforts to Afghanistan have been framed and portrayed
within the UK print media in 2013. It analyses the
competing frame settings that ‘aid and development’ has
been placed in when presented to the British public. The
third question considers the obstacles and influences
journalists may face in reporting on ‘aid and development’
in Afghanistan and how these are likely to progress
in the future. The report provides recommendations
regarding how BAAG may improve relationships with
journalists and influence the emergence of positive ‘aid
and development’ stories on Afghanistan in the British
print media.
Please note: for the nature of this report, ‘aid and
development’ is considered in the broadest of terms.
However, humanitarian and development aid is
comprised of a variety of different types of assistance,
each with corresponding characteristics and critiques.
Due to the frequent overlapping of military assistance
and aid in the case of Afghanistan, this report will include
military aided development projects under the umbrella
term of ‘aid and development’ (see Appendix 2 for a
summary of key definitions, theories and critiques of ‘aid
and development’).

1.2. THE BRITISH PRINT MEDIA
The British print media is entirely self-regulating. It
functions free of any specific statutory rules3 and is
considered free to report on all issues relevant to British
life4. The British print media is comprised of two sectors:
quality press, usually referred to as ‘broadsheets’, such as
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The Daily Telegraph and the Financial Times, and populist
press, commonly referred to as ‘tabloids’, such as The
Sun and The Daily Mirror. Whilst readership of the British
print media has continuously declined over the past few
decades5, the adaptation of many major newspapers into
online media has seen the dramatic increase in online
readership figures6.

1.3. MEDIA FRAMING
There is an ongoing theoretical debate surrounding the
ways in which the media influences public perception and
opinion7. Whilst the amount of coverage an issue receives
is obviously important in determining the salience it
receives in the eyes of the public, the way in which an
issue is framed is extremely important in influencing how
the public thinks about an issue8. Crucially, how an issue
is framed within the media informs how the public makes
sense of it. Indeed, framing theory suggests that “the
same information can be perceived differently depending
upon the narrative in which it appears”9. As this implies,
there can be multiple and competing frames of a single
issue10. The public may take elements of various framings
when forming their opinions. Therefore, it is important to
analyse how British ‘aid and development’ in Afghanistan
has been placed within different frame settings, in order
to identify the views that have been emitted to the British
public. Additionally, it is
“It was as recently as important to investigate
late February that Afghan why journalists choose
President Hamid Karzai to frame issues in certain
came to Washington to ways, and the influences
deliver the message "Don't and pressures that may
forget Afghanistan." Oh Mr
inform this, in order to
Karzai, your country has
certainly become a back- gain insights into power
burner issue. And it's up to dynamics within the
a small number of media media and to identify
organizations to keep the ways of entry for certain
flame alive” (Robertson stories to emerge and
2003).
points of influence to
target.

1.4. BAAG’s CURRENT MEDIA STRATEGY
In order to engage with the media, BAAG sends out
frequent press releases to media outlets, includes
media contacts in communications wherever possible,
and shares reports produced and events hosted by
BAAG to journalists to inform them on Afghan matters
and BAAG’s profile as an advocacy group. Currently,
BAAG does not employ a full time media consultant.
Media communications are the responsibility of BAAG’s
Programme and Communications Coordinator. Due to
the lack of specialist knowledge BAAG has of the media11,
BAAG aims to hire a media consultant on a short-term
contract.
BAAG aims to play an important role for media outlets by
providing them with ‘real value’ stories and information.
BAAG also aims to lobby journalists by trying to make them
understand the impact they have, especially when they

publish an exceptionally critical story, and the negative
repercussions that may follow as a consequence. BAAG
is a source of expertise to think tanks and policymakers
and aims to develop a similar relationship with the media.
BAAG’s future campaign aims to change the narrative on
Afghanistan in the British media.

The methodology of this report is comprised of a Nexis
UK search, a content analysis and a series of interviews.

CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY
2.1. NEXIS UK
In order to determine the quantity of UK print media
coverage Afghanistan received between December
2008 and November 2013, this study used Nexis UK12.
The study searched for articles that mentioned the words
‘Afghanistan’, ‘Afghan’, ‘Kabul’ or ‘Helmand’ three or more
times. The search included all UK newspapers to ensure
both national and regional coverage was captured. The
search was limited to newswires ensuring the sample
did not include irrelevant categories such as obituaries.
This process was repeated in order to determine the
amount of coverage pertaining to the sub-themes ‘aid
and development’, ‘women’, and ‘corruption’ within the
overall coverage on Afghanistan. It must be noted that
the sub-themes are not mutually exclusive, as the subthemes ‘women’ and ‘corruption’ can be considered to
be subsets of ‘aid and development’. However, as only
1.2% of the articles generated by the sub-theme ‘women’
and 2.6% of the articles generated by ‘corruption’ overlap
with ‘aid and development’, they can be considered as
themes of analysis in their own right. Nexis UK was also
used to identify key topic(s) of media focus at high points
of media coverage.

of importance which may not have been included in
pre-formulated interview questions15. Interviewees were
given the option to remain anonymous, as some of
the questions required them to be critical of their own
organisations. BAAG’s Programme and Communications
Coordinator was also interviewed in order to establish
BAAG’s current media agenda.

2.4. LIMITATIONS
This study exhibits a number of limitations:
•

The search terms used for the themes ‘aid and
development’, ‘women’ and ‘corruption’ may
not be entirely representative and are highly
subjective. It is likely that the Nexis UK searches
did not capture all the relevant news articles.

•

In addition, the search terms used for the themes
‘aid and development’, ‘women’ and ‘corruption’
are not likely to capture only the relevant articles,
as some may have a double-entendre. For
example, ‘aid’ can refer to humanitarian aid but
equally first aid. It is important to acknowledge
that the Nexis UK searches are likely to include
some irrelevant articles.

•

Despite conducting a pilot, using content
analysis to investigate media framing is inevitably
subjective as coders are required to interpret
article content. Whilst the pilot ensured coder
interpretation was aligned, it did not guarantee
that accuracy was maintained.

•

If not for time constraints more interviews would
have been conducted. However, it is worth noting
that there are not many journalists currently
reporting on Afghanistan (approximately fifteen).
Seven interviews therefore represents a large
proportion of this community.

•

Although interviews are an effective way of
obtaining valuable, in-depth insights from
journalists, some interviewees may be biased
and seek to promote their own organisation or
personal agendas over others.

•

This study is not representative of other media
sources. Print media only represents a fraction
of media coverage. Other media sources such
as television, radio and social media may cover
Afghanistan differently.

2.2. CONTENT ANALYSIS
The study used content analysis in order to determine
the UK print media’s framing of ‘aid and development’
in Afghanistan in 2013. Content analysis was understood
as a qualitative method documenting the perspectives
made available to the public by the British print media13.
The analysis coded the 264 articles related to ‘aid and
development’ in 2013. Nvivo, a qualitative data analysis
computer software14, was used as a coding tool. A pilot
was undertaken to ensure the accuracy of the coding
scheme. Five articles of each month were independently
coded and compared. The pilot results proved analogous
yielding over 80% correspondence.

2.3. INTERVIEWS
The study interviewed seven key journalists reporting
on Afghanistan. Interviews aimed to determine
the influences that may regulate whether ‘aid and
development’ stories are reported in the UK print media
and how they are framed. They also aimed to reveal
how reporting on Afghanistan is likely to evolve in the
future. A semi-structured interview framework was
chosen in order to allow interviewees to discuss issues
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3.2. THEMATIC COVERAGE (2008-2013)

•

‘Corruption’ November 2009: The majority
of articles report the EU and the US warning
Afghanistan that it must ‘stamp out corruption’20,
and that President Karzai has ‘six months to
clean up’21 or he will lose international support.
Towards the end of the month articles appear
to focus on the ‘corruption purge’22 of President
Karzai’s ministers.

Graph 3.2 Thematic media coverage (2008-2013)

CHAPTER 3: SIZE OF MEDIA SPACE
This chapter analyses the quantity of coverage
Afghanistan and the sub-themes ‘aid and development’,
‘women’ and ‘corruption’ receive in the British print
media from December 2008 to November 2013. The
analysis will consider high points of media coverage and
suggest potential topics(s) of media focus behind these,
but will not assume any causal relationships.

3.1. COVERAGE OF AFGHANISTAN IN THE
BRITISH PRINT MEDIA (2008-2013)
Graph 3.1 British print media coverage of
Afghanistan (2008-2013)

Graph 3.1 shows that
the
amount
of
coverage Afghanistan
receives from 2008 to
2013
fluctuates
significantly. Overall,
fluctuations appear to
be irregular and steep. Fluctuations range between 392
articles per month and 1,563. The year 2009 experiences
a significant peak in media coverage in July (1,263
articles) followed by a greater peak in November (1,393
articles). Media coverage then gradually decreases until
mid-2010. Coverage then appears to remain relatively
constant throughout 2010 and 2011, in contrast to 2012
and 2013 which appear to experience frequent variations
in coverage. There is a sudden increase in coverage in
March 2012, after which coverage appears to gradually
decrease in 2013.
British print media coverage
on Afghanistan seems to
fluctuate
irregularly
from
December 2008 to December
2013.
Fluctuations
range
between 392 articles per
month and 1,563.
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Afghanistan receives the greatest amount of coverage
in the British print media in 2009 with a total of 9,741
articles. In contrast, in 2011 it receives the lowest amount
of coverage with a total of 6,258 articles. Over the five
year period there is variance in coverage of 35.7% (see
Appendix 3 Table 2).
The most evident peaks appear to be in July 2009 (1,263
articles), November 2009 (1,393 articles), July 2010
(1,002 articles), March 2012 (1,563 articles) (the highest
peak in the five year period), and September 2012 (1,246
articles) (see Appendix 3 Table 3).
Suggested topics(s) of media focus at high points of
media coverage:
•

In July 2009 a considerable number of articles
discuss ‘Operation Panthers Claw’16, which drove
the Taliban out of Helmand and came to be
known as ‘Britain’s bloodiest days’17.

•

In November 2009 media attention appears
to focus on President Karzai’s re-election and
questions corruption within his political alliance.
Attacks on UK officials in early November also
appear to be a dominant point of media coverage
during this month.

•

•

•

In July 2010 many articles at the beginning of the
month focus on the British troop withdrawal from
Sangin where nearly 100 British servicemen were
killed by the Taliban. The death of three British
troops by a rogue Afghan soldier also appears to
be a dominant point of media coverage, as well
as the planned British troop withdrawal in 2014.
In March 2012 media attention seems to centre
on the death of six aid workers and the Kandahar
massacre on March 11, whereby a US soldier
killed sixteen people including nine children.
In September 2012 a significant number of
articles refer to Prince Harry’s return to the
‘Afghan front line’18 and the announcement
by Philip Hammond that troops may withdraw
from Afghanistan sooner than expected.

Graph 3.2 shows the
amount of coverage
the sub-themes ‘aid
and development’,
‘women’
and
‘corruption’ receive
in the five year
period within the overall coverage of Afghanistan in the
British print media. Within overall coverage, ‘aid and
development’ represents 4.3%, ‘women’ represents
4.4% and ‘corruption’ represents 2.5%.
Within the overall media
coverage on Afghanistan, ‘aid
and development’ represents
4.3%, ‘women’ represents 4.4%
and ‘corruption’ represents 2.5%.

Media coverage of ‘aid and development’ appears to
fluctuate relatively unevenly from 2008 to 2013, ranging
from 6 articles per month to 107. There appear to be
two discernible peaks in October 2010 (107) and June
2012 (67). In contrast, coverage of ‘women’ appears to
fluctuate consistently throughout the five year period.
Fluctuations range between 4 articles per month and 71.
There appears to be a slight decrease in media coverage
from December 2009 to April 2011. The sub-theme
‘corruption’ appears to experience the most even media
coverage throughout the five year period, with the
exception of an exceptionally high peak in November
2009 (174).
Suggested tropic(s) of media focus at high points of
media coverage:
•

•

‘Aid and development’ October 2010: The
majority of articles seem to focus on the death
of aid worker Linda Norgrove. Media reporting
on this story continues throughout the month,
as concerns were raised over the safety of UK
aid workers. Additionally, towards the end of
the month media attention appears to focus on
Iranian aid funding to Afghanistan19, which was
met with overall Western dissatisfaction.

Whilst it cannot be assumed that the topics of media
focus at high points of media coverage are the cause
of the increase in media coverage at these points in
time, it must be noted that the dominant focal points
of media coverage appear to be centred on political,
military concerns and the violent deaths of soldiers and
aid workers.

3.3. ‘AID AND DEVELOPMENT’ (2008-2013)
‘Aid and development’
only accounts for 4.3%
Since 2010, the number of the total media
of ‘aid and development’
coverage
on
stories has decreased by
52.5%: the space for ‘aid A f g h a n i s t a n
and development’ within throughout the five
the overall coverage of year period. In other
Afghanistan has contracted, words, 95.7% of media
falling from 6.2% to 3.5%.
coverage has focused
on subjects related to
Afghanistan other than
‘aid and development’. However, what is most worrying
is that since 2010 the number of ‘aid and development’
stories has decreased by 52.5%: the space for ‘aid and
development’ within the overall coverage of
Afghanistan has contracted, falling from 6.2% to 3.5%
(see Table 3.3 below). This, in addition to warnings that
overall coverage on Afghanistan is likely to decrease, is
disconcerting given the upcoming Presidential elections
and the handover of security in December 2014. It is
therefore crucial that the little space for ‘aid and
development’ within the British print media is examined
and understood in order for it to be utilised as soon as
possible by advocacy groups such as BAAG to campaign
for continued UK support to Afghanistan.
Table 3.3 ‘Aid and development’ coverage as a
percentage of overall coverage
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Aid and Development

245

556

337

367

264

Total
1769

Overall Coverage

9741

9032

6258

9678

7469

41 240

Percentage

2.5%

6.2%

5.4%

3.8%

3.5%

4.3%

‘Aid and development’ June 2012: The majority
of articles appear to focus on the rescue of four
British aid workers who were kidnapped in May
2012 by the Taliban.
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CHAPTER 4: HOW IS THE SPACE FRAMED?
4.2. OVERVIEW OF MEDIA FRAMING
This chapter investigates how the British print media
has framed and portrayed British ‘aid and development’
efforts in Afghanistan in 2013. It briefly states the key
debates surrounding ‘aid and development’ in 2013
and discusses an overview of media framing of ‘aid and
development’ in positive, negative or mixed terms. It then
goes onto analyse the multiple and competing framings
of ‘aid and development’ that have been presented to
the British public across the positive-negative spectrum.

Other key debates in 2013 include:
•

The involvement of the UK in Afghanistan’s
mining industry24.

•

The potential of certain projects to empower
Afghan women post-troop withdrawal (the
Afghan Silk Road25 and Future Brilliance’s
jewellery initiative26).

•

The abandonment by the British government of
certain development projects (the decision to
scrap an alternative to opium farming 27 and the
desertion of a giant turbine in Helmand28).

•

The deaths of aid workers29, reinforcing the
debate on the militarisation of aid.

4.1. KEY DEBATES
The principle debate in the British print media in 2013
appears to be the implications of the Prime Minister’s
announcement to transfer part of the foreign aid
budget to the Ministry of Defence ahead of the Budget
announcement in March. The benefits this would bring
to British security efforts in Afghanistan against the risks
placed on aid workers on the ground is fiercely contested
by journalists throughout February and March23.

Content analysis
reveals that ‘aid
and development’
is framed in a
complexity of ways
in the British print
media in 2013. In
order to provide an
overview of this
media framing, Table 4.2 (below) shows the amount of
articles related to ‘aid and development’ that frame ‘aid
and development’ in generally positive, negative or
mixed terms. As can be seen, the majority of articles
convey ‘aid and development’ in largely negative ways
(81). This may not be surprising given the critical
discourse surrounding British involvement in Afghanistan
over the past decade. However, the amount of positive
articles (71) relative to the amount of negative articles
suggests there is space in the British print media for
positive reporting on ‘aid and development’. It is also
worth noting the relatively high number of articles that
convey both positive and negative framings of ‘aid and
development’ (33). This highlights the complexity of the
debates surrounding ‘aid and development’ and points
to the tendency of media reporting to depict both sides
of arguments.
The majority of articles convey
‘aid and development’ in largely
negative ways (81). However,
the amount of positive articles
(71) relative to the amount of
negative articles suggests there
is space in the British print media
for positive reporting on ‘aid and
development’.

Table 4.2: Media framing of ‘aid and development’
articles in 2013

Positive

Negative

Mixed

71

81

33

4.3. FRAMINGS OF ‘AID AND DEVELOPMENT’
‘Aid and development’
appears to be framed in
multiple and competing
ways to the British
public
across
the
positive-negative
spectrum. As can be
seen in Diagram 4.3
(overleaf), whilst positive framings of ‘aid and
development’ are encouraging, it is clear that the
intensity of language used in negative portrayals of ‘aid
and development’ is much stronger. The below section
discusses Diagram 4.3.
Whilst positive framings
of ‘aid and development’
are encouraging, it is
clear that the intensity of
language used in negative
portrayals of ‘aid and
development’ is much
stronger.

‘Aid and development’ appears to be conveyed
in positive terms most strongly when framed as a
necessity for the Afghan population in context of the
handover of security to the Afghan state. By presenting
Afghanistan as a country “in desperate need of help” 30
due to worsening conditions of poverty and ill-health,
aid organisations appear to be presented as a lifeline for
the civilian population after foreign troops withdraw. As
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Sarah Fane states in an article in The Times: “it is essential
that the importance of such organisations is recognised,
for they are the ones that will be able to operate after
British and US troops have been withdrawn”31. Within
this framing, the value of aid organisations appears to be
emphasised for the benefit of those suffering, implying
a moral, altruistic argument: “as the international forces
prepare to withdraw, aid levels are dropping, making it
even more important that aid reaches those who really
need it”32.
This appears to contrast subtly with framings of ‘aid and
development’ as a successful and effective endeavour,
which seem to emphasise the benefits of ‘aid and
development’ for British interests. In a political statement
by William Hague, for example, ‘aid and development’
efforts are presented to have already achieved great
successes for the Afghan population: “UK aid funding has
already helped to ensure that 5.9 million Afghan children
are regularly attending school, including 2.3 million
girls”33. This arguably seeks to reinforce legitimisation for
British aid efforts to Afghanistan over the past decade.
In support of this, assistance to Afghanistan appears to
be framed primarily to assure British aid efforts are not
wasted. ‘Aid and development’ is presented as a necessary
future investment to ensure Britain’s “progress to date is
not lost”34. ‘Aid and development’ is even linked to having
the potential to reduce immigration, as it is claimed that
if given aid, “fewer are likely to become refugees”65.
These positive framings contrast directly with extremely
negative portrayals of ‘aid and development’ in
Afghanistan. Results from content analysis suggest that
British ‘aid and development’ to Afghanistan is framed as
an ultimately failed project in the British print media. The
language used to describe this framing appears to imply
that aid has not only been ineffective and disappointing
but fundamentally counterproductive. As an Editorial
in the Guardian states: “after years of military work to
create the necessary security, millions to encourage
farmers to change crops, and billions on supporting
the Afghan government, it is worse than when we
first came”66. Whilst Afghanistan appears to be heavily
drawn upon in depicting this failure (see accounts of
unsuccessful opium alternatives and the abandonment
of infrastructural developments) the criticism implied
seems to be directed at the ‘aid and development’
enterprise more generally. By using language that
enables the questioning of aid efforts in the first place,
a sense that the aid enterprise is fundamentally flawed
is facilitated: “as donors continue to pour money into
Afghanistan to shore up local security forces riddled with
desertions, it is clear that doing something is not always
better than doing nothing”67.
In addition, there appears to be a strong depiction of
British aid efforts in Afghanistan as being implemented
incorrectly. Language used in this framing seems to
reflect a sense of frustration and anger that Britain
has attempted to ‘do good’ but has wasted and
mismanaged the opportunity: “so much of the aid and
money sent here was wasted as no one knew where or
how to spend it”68. Particularly, strong language such as:
“the reckless injection of aid cash into the economy”69
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serves to reinforce the irresponsible and incompetent
management of aid flows.
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including 2.3 million girls.
That compares to virtually
none under the Taliban”55.
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upon emotive and blood-stirring arguments, the failure
of ‘aid and development’ is presented as not only an
unnecessary waste of British lives and British money
but
asbillions
a failure
of British politics: “look at our roads full
“Having
spent
of pounds

and sacrificed the lives of hundreds
of service men and women (with
many more wounded, maimed and
traumatised) the outcome will be
the Taliban forming the Afghan
government. That truly is a
47
farce” .

how much better the 35 billion spent in Afghanistan, Iraq
and Libya could have been used”2.

From the analysis above it is evident that whilst there are
some positive stories emerging on ‘aid and development’
in the British print media, overwhelmingly negative
portrayals of ‘aid and development’ dominate the media
space. Negative framings of ‘aid and development’
appear to emphasise the counterproductive impact
of British aid efforts and feed into a broader debate of
whether aid is in fact a worthwhile endeavour. It is of
great importance to investigate the obstacles, pressures

Afghans who live here feel”45.

risen to 1,175” .

acute malnutrition
among infants is near
the levels expected in
a famine zone”48.

This portrayal arguably supports a framing of ‘aid and

Negative framings of ‘aid and development’ appear
to emphasise the counterproductive impact of British
aid efforts and feed into a broader debate of whether
aid is in fact a worthwhile endeavour.

“As the world ponders again
how best to rebuild Somalia
and donors continue to pour
money into Afghanistan to
shore up local security forces
riddled with desertions, it is
clear that doing something is
not always better than doing
nothing”56.

villagers enticed by tea and
biscuits, handed out leaflets
and returned to the capital
by nightfall the leaflets were
abandoned. No one in the
“All
too often,
village
couldbillions
read”52of
.
dollars of aid have been
delivered through middlemen
with little understanding of
Afghanistan”57.

“Is the penny finally beginning to
drop that, at a time of spending
restraint at home, it is morally
unsustainable to lavish extra
53
billions on overseas aid?”

on overseas aid?”53

“…look at our roads
full of potholes,
our deteriorating
health service
and think how
much better the
35 billion spent in
Afghanistan, Iraq
and Libya could
have been used”58.

‘‘DAVID Cameron
yesterday
“It [aid] aims to heal their
“The fate of the giant turbine
committed Britain
despair at oppression,
– still in packing crates at the
to 20 years of
drought, tyranny, ill health,
dam almost five years after
lavish aid spending
and prejudice. Huge numbers
200 insurgents were killed
‘‘So much of the aid and
- as figures
suffer for their beliefs,
during the operation to deliver money sent here was wasted
revealed that
integrity and resistance to
it – has become a metaphor as no one knew where or how
other developed
corruption. If assisted, fewer
for the Afghan war, cited
to spend it”61.
countries are
would escape to become
repeatedly as an example of
slashing
their aid
refugees”59.
how attempts to rebuild the
budgets
to focus
country have failed”60.
on helping their
own people”62.
“many in my
constituency
would take serious
“British officers and American
exception to
aid officials ignored warnings millions of pounds
that the mission to Kajaki dam,
being spent on
in Helmand province, was
foreign schools
flawed and that power lines
when our own
from the hydroelectric plant
secondary schools
63
had yet to be repaired” .
are tumbling down
around our kid’s
ears”64.

DIAGRAM 4.3 CONTENT ANALYSIS RESULTS:
FRAMINGS OF ‘AID AND DEVELOPMENT’
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CHAPTER 5: HOW CAN THE SPACE BE UTILISED?
and influences journalists may face in reporting on ‘aid
and development’ in order for advocacy groups such as
BAAG to challenge these in the future.

development stories but other papers, because of where
they stand politically and where their interests lie, will be
more interested in stories with a security angle”76.

This chapter discusses the obstacles and influences
journalists may face in reporting on ‘aid and development’
issues in Afghanistan. Firstly, it considers whether
journalists feel they are able to report on ‘aid and
development’ issues in the British print media. Secondly,
it investigates how the obstacles that appear to face
‘aid and development’ stories may be averted. Thirdly, it
considers how journalists perceive the future of media
focus and framing on Afghanistan.

Reporting on ‘aid and development’ seems to be
further constrained by the UK government’s promotion
of a specific security focus when referring to British
involvement in Afghanistan. As Candidate 2 argued: “The
government always defined this conflict in very narrow
terms… making Britain a safer place from al-Qaeda…
this meant that there wasn’t the political space for aid nd
development reporting”77. This implies that ‘aid and
development’ efforts may not have been adequately
reflected in the UK’s political narrative, making it difficult
for newspapers to sustain the space for such stories. This
points to the intimate relationship between media and
politics.

5.1. ARE JOURNALISTS FREE TO REPORT
ON ‘AID AND DEVELOPMENT’?
Six out of the seven
interview candidates
strongly expressed at
the start of their
interviews that they
feel free to report on
any topic. Interviewees
stated that they have
rarely
written
any
stories that were not
published by their newspapers: “there are very few stories
that I write that the news desks don’t want… I’ve never
really had a story turned down” (Candidate 173). However,
as interviews progressed it became apparent that when
choosing and framing topics journalists appear to be
influenced by the nature of the newspaper they work
for:
“You become aware of what
goes in the paper and what
would not... I don’t decide
what goes in the paper [but]
you very quickly realise what
does… and so you pitch stuff
that will go into the paper…
otherwise you won’t get
paid” (Candidate 5).

“You become aware of what goes in the paper
and what would not... I don’t decide what
goes in the paper [but] you very quickly realise
what does… and so you pitch stuff that will go
into the paper…otherwise you won’t get paid”
(Candidate 574).
“I pick stories that I think have a chance of
getting published, because I have to make a
living, we all do! And news organisations aren’t
adverse to getting rid of people who aren’t
doing their job” (Candidate 375).
This implies that journalists are aware of the types of
stories their newspapers expect and that there is a clear
financial incentive for journalists to write publishable
articles. This also suggests that journalists are more
likely to cover ‘aid and development’ stories if their
newspaper sustains a space for ‘aid and development’
issues. As Candidate 1 stated: “It obviously depends
on the paper you work for. Here there is an interest in
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interests and the
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nature
of
the
and development reporting”
political
narrative
(Candidate 2).
put forward by the
UK government,
the interviews suggest that journalists have little power in
deciding whether ‘aid and development’ stories are
published. It is likely that journalists will be less willing to
report on ‘aid and development’ issues if ‘aid and
development’ stories do not conform to their newspapers’
expectations.

5.2. CAN OBSTACLES BE AVERTED?

“The issue with aid and
development is that
good news doesn’t sell
and people don’t die”
(Candidate 2).

The interviews highlight that
even in newspapers that
sustain a space for ‘aid and
development’
reporting,
there appears to be little
incentive for journalists to
cover ‘aid and development’
issues:

“Development is a positive story. It is a good
story. To people it is normal. It is not news.
Conflict is not a normal condition of life and
that’s why it’s news” (Candidate 478).
“The issue with aid and development is that
good news doesn’t sell and people don’t die”
(Candidate 279)

This suggests that ‘aid and development’ stories struggle
to compete with conflict stories. Due to the nature of the
media this may not be surprising. However, throughout
the interviews it became apparent that certain elements
potentially render positive ‘aid and development’ stories
more attractive to journalists. Interviewee’s suggested
that stories displaying strong human elements are more
likely to attract attention. As illustrated by Candidate 1:
“People who read newspapers and magazines want to
read about people’s experiences, human interest
stories”80. Equally, interviewees commented that stories
that relate to the broader geo-political situation are more
likely to be interesting to journalists and the British public:
“If something happens in Afghanistan it is the
implications
for
the rest of the
“If I cannot tie them into a
world that would
wider issue I have nothing to
be
considered”
write
about…development
(Candidate
481); “If I
stories have to illustrate wider
cannot tie them
problems” (Candidate 5).
into a wider issue I
have nothing to
write about…development stories have to illustrate
wider problems” (Candidate 582). Another commonly
mentioned element was a ‘wow’ factor. As suggested by
Candidate 2, “there is an issue with development
reporting, you need to have something kind of pretty
startling to make it work, you know, you need people to
be starving” 83. This implies that more consideration may
be given to ‘aid and development’ stories that include a
human element, if they can be linked to the broader
geo-political context or if they contain a ‘wow’ factor.
However, the interviews suggest that one of the
main obstacles limiting the diffusion of positive ‘aid
and development’ stories is the weak relationship
between NGOs (Non-Governmental Organisations)
and journalists. Interviewees suggested that there is a
breakdown in communication between the two actors:
“The reality is to put it in slightly
tabloid terms: they should be sucking
up to the journalists…they should
have some kind of a good personal
relationship” (Candidate 184).
“The media isn’t here to run BAAG’s
press releases. It’s up to them to do the
work and make it worthwhile. There’s
a lot of competition…take me on a
trip, show me something that you are
doing and give me the evidence for it”
(Candidate 385).
This strongly implies that journalists are under the
impression that NGO’s and advocacy groups need to
be more pro-active in cultivating personal relationships
with the media. This might involve NGO’s physically
accommodating journalists, keeping them up to date with
their activities and providing them with key information.
Interviewees also commented that NGO’s should look

beyond formal communication channels. As illustrated
by Candidate 1: “With aid organisations often all you’ll
get is a press release and press releases are sort of a
blunt instrument”86. This suggests that NGO’s should
consider using more personal, informal channels. One
interviewee mentioned personal emails as a preferred
option. However, it is of course acknowledged that
providing information may be difficult for NGO’s who
wish to remain neutral. As highlighted by Candidate 1:
“Aid agencies are in a very difficult
space because they don’t want to
antagonise the government or donors.
[But] agencies need to be judicially
outspoken and be able to say tough
things”87.
This suggests that NGO’s who wish to promote positive
‘aid and development’ stories on Afghanistan should be
open to discussing sensitive issues whenever possible.
As suggested by Candidate 6: “NGO’s that do get quoted
are those that are ready to talk about the big stories
of the day”88. Most interviewees referred to Oxfam as
an example of an NGO that had omewhat successfully
managed personal relationships with journalists in
Afghanistan. Other NGO’s mentioned included Save the
Children and Mercy Corps.
Although journalists are not
inclined to cover ‘conventional’
“NGO’s that do get
quoted are those positive ‘aid and development’
that are ready to stories, promoting stories with
talk about the big certain
characteristics,
stories of the day” developing
personal
(Candidate 6).
relationships with journalists
and speaking out when possible
may help NGOs promote such
stories in the UK print media.

5.3. THE FUTURE OF MEDIA COVERAGE ON
‘AID AND DEVELOPMENT’ IN AFGHANISTAN
The interviews highlight that Afghanistan has sustained
a privileged position within the UK media over the
past decade. Due to Britain’s direct involvement in
Afghanistan, Afghanistan has remained a key area of
focus in the British print media: “obviously, there’s a lot of
money that’s going in there so I think it’s actually getting
more coverage than many other countries” (Candidate
689). However, all interviewee candidates strongly stated
that it is unlikely that the UK print media will remain
interested once UK forces withdraw in 2014:
“I think there’ll be a sigh of relief in news
organisations and there will be hardly any
reporting of Afghanistan at all…already there
is about a third of the correspondents in Kabul
than there used to be” (Candidate 290).
“I think media coverage will drop because
when the soldiers aren’t there, the citizens in
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‘aid and development’ issues. Rather than try to lobby
newspapers and journalists that do not focus on ‘aid and
development’ issues in Afghanistan, it is worth focusing
time and resources on encouraging those who do.

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
European countries will not be interested in
the news because it does not affect their lives”
(Candidate 591).
This suggests that the
“I think media coverage will overall UK print media
drop because when the soldiers
coverage
on
aren’t there, the citizens in
Afghanistan
is
likely
European countries will not be
interested in the news because to decline in the near
it does not affect their lives” future, as there is a
(Candidate 5).
sense of fatigue and
disinterest. This is
reflected in the fact
that there is a decreasing number of journalists on the
ground in Kabul. As the space for media coverage on
Afghanistan contracts it will become increasingly
important to promote and sustain the space for positive
‘aid and development’ stories in the British print media.

6.1. CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this report show that British print media
coverage on Afghanistan fluctuates irregularly from
December 2008 to November 2013. Fluctuations range

between 392 articles per month and 1,563. Within the
overall coverage Afghanistan has received, ‘aid and
development’ only represents 4.3%. In addition, this
space appears to have contracted by 52.5% since 2010.
In the British print media, ‘aid and development’ appears
to have been framed in predominantly negative terms.
Whilst there has been positive reporting on ‘aid and
development’, the intensity of language used in negative
portrayals appears to be much stronger. Negative
articles appear to critique not only British aid efforts in
Afghanistan but feed into a broader critique of ‘aid and
development’ as an enterprise.
The findings from the interviews suggest that a
partial explanation for the limited space for ‘aid and
development’ is that journalists are constrained by the
fact that newspapers are unlikely to publish stories that
contradict their political orientation and interests. This is
compounded by the lack of interest in ‘conventional’ ‘aid
and development’ stories, as they are often considered
‘normal’ and therefore not newsworthy. However, it is
important to acknowledge that some newspapers do
sustain a space for ‘aid and development’ issues and
some journalists do have a genuine interest to report on

Although there appears to be many obstacles to the
emergence of ‘aid and development’ stories, there seems
to be certain elements that may render positive ‘aid and
development’ stories more attractive to journalists, such
as including a human angle, linking ‘aid and development’
issues to the wider geo-political context and containing
a ‘wow’ factor. In order to promote positive ‘aid and
development’ stories, it is clear that NGOs should seek
to pro-actively cultivate personal relationships with
journalists and communicate via informal, personal
channels. Finally, the findings of this report reinforce
warnings that overall coverage on Afghanistan in the
British print media is likely to decrease in the near future.
It is of crucial importance that the findings of this report
are understood in this context.

2.

3.

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Identify and target newspapers and journalists
that sustain a space for ‘aid and development’
issues concerning Afghanistan.
•

1.

4.

Rather than try to lobby newspapers
and journalists that do not focus on ‘aid
and development’ issues in Afghanistan,
focus time and resources on encouraging
those who do.

Invest in and develop personal relationships
with journalists.
•

Pro-actively cultivate relationships with
key journalists.

•

Communicate with key journalists by
using informal communication channels
such as personal emails, rather than
press releases.

•

Promote social events to engage and
inform journalists on Afghanistan and
BAAG’s profile as an advocacy group and
a source of expertise.

Aim to keep stories exclusive to key
journalists in order to increase the status
and competiveness of such stories.

Tailor stories for journalists by:
•

Emphasising a human element when
possible.

•

Trying to link to the broader geo-political
context.

•

Stressing a ‘wow’ factor.

When possible try to address the broader
critiques of ‘aid and development’ in the media.
•

Rather than focusing purely on the
benefits British aid efforts will have for
Afghanistan, focus on the benefits ‘aid
and development’ to Afghanistan will
have for Britain.

•

Rather than focusing purely on
countering the criticisms against ‘aid and
development’ projects in Afghanistan,
counter the critiques of aid as an
unjustified endeavour. As coverage on
Afghanistan is likely to decrease, this
may allow BAAG to remain a voice of
influence within the media.

Although this report provides an analysis of Afghanistan
in the British print media in order to inform BAAG’s future
media approach, the following recommendations do not
certify the emergence of positive ‘aid and development’
stories. However, it is hoped that they will increase the
influence, profile and voice BAAG has within the UK print
media.
The authors of this report make the following
recommendations:
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•

Advise member agencies to:
•

Accommodate journalists by giving
them first hand experiences of projects.

•

Speak out on key issues.
o BAAG should aim to identify the
member agencies that are able
to do this in order to increase
the profile of these agencies to
the British public.

5.

Promote an alternative narrative in order to
change the narrative:
•

Rather than try to mitigate the
repercussions of negative media stories
that have already been published, BAAG
should try to promote ‘real value’,
alternative stories to key journalists.

•

Rather than trying to change the critical
narrative of Afghanistan, focus time and
resources on promoting positive stories
to key journalists.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: TERMS OF REFERENCE

APPENDIX 2: SUMMARY OF ‘AID AND
DEVELOPMENT’ LITERATURE
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES:
1.

LSE CONSULTANCY PROJECT FOR BRITISH AND IRISH
AGENCIES AFGHANISTAN GROUP (BAAG)
TERMS OF REFERENCE
PROJECT TITLE: AFGHANISTAN IN THE BRITISH PRINT
MEDIA
BACKGROUND:
British and Irish Agencies Afghanistan Group (BAAG)
is a policy, advocacy and networking organisation
which aims to support humanitarian and development
programmes in Afghanistan. BAAG works closely with
Afghan civil society actors and aims to ensure their views
are reflected in key international policy decisions about
Afghanistan. Founded in 1987, BAAG currently has 30
member agencies. BAAG is the only coordinating agency
of its kind in the UK. It is a source of expert advice for
policymakers, donors, media and the public.
The views of the British public on British involvement
in Afghanistan seem to be diverse, ranging from severe
frustration to hope. The British media has undoubtedly
played a key role in shaping public perception and
opinion on Afghanistan. In order to campaign for British
aid priorities and commitments to be maintained to
Afghanistan, it will be useful to understand how the
British media has been viewing British involvement in
Afghanistan concerning humanitarian and development
aid.

PURPOSE OF PROJECT:
The purpose of this project is to investigate Afghanistan
in the British print media. Firstly, this project sets out
to determine the amount of coverage Afghanistan and
BAAG’s three key areas of interest (‘aid and development’,
‘women’ and ‘corruption’) have received in the British print
media from 2008 to 2013. Secondly, this project aims to
explore how the theme ‘aid and development’ has been
framed and portrayed by the British print media during
the year 2013. Thirdly, this project aims to investigate the
obstacles, influences and pressures journalists may face
in writing stories on ‘aid and development’ in Afghanistan
in the British print media and how these are likely to
develop in the future.
This project aims to inform BAAG on how the British print
media has presented British ‘aid and development’ efforts
in Afghanistan in 2013 and how journalists perceive
coverage on Afghanistan to develop in the future given
the scheduled troop withdrawal in December 2014.
Ultimately, this project aims to inform the development
of a media approach to be implemented in the future.
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To determine the amount of coverage
Afghanistan and BAAG’s three areas of interest
(‘aid and development’, ‘women’ and ‘corruption’)
have received in the British print media from
2008 to 2013.

2. To identify how the British print media has framed
and portrayed British involvement in Afghanistan
concerning ‘aid and development’ in 2013.
3.

To investigate the obstacles, influences and
pressures journalists may face in writing ‘aid and
development’ stories in Afghanistan and how
they perceive media focus on Afghanistan to
develop in the future in the British print media.

METHOD:
This project will conduct this investigation using a variety
of quantitative and qualitative methods. This project
proposes to use Nexis UK, content analysis and semistructured interviews.
Suggested interviewees:
•

Journalists who published the most articles
on British aid efforts in Afghanistan in 2013
(or journalists who published key articles
surrounding aid and development in Afghanistan)

•

Journalists associated with Afghanistan (who
report on Afghanistan more generally)

KEY DATES/DELIVERABLES:
•

November 2013 – introductory meeting

•

December 2013 – send BAAG preliminary data

•

January 2014 – send BAAG data analysis of three
themes and baseline

•

February 2014 – meet BAAG to update on
progress

•

March 14 2014 – final submission of report to
BAAG and LSE

•

March 17-21 2014 – presentation of report to
BAAG and LSE (date TBC)

•
TEAM MEMBERS:
Rebecca Ann Brooks, Thomas James Campbell, George
Ndung’u, Martin Dennis Okwir and Aleksandra Taskovic.

Defining aid and development:
Aid and development vary in definition, and usually
depend on the nature of the organization itself. The
OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development) defines it as ‘official development
assistance’ (ODA), provided by official agencies, including
state and local governments, and is directed to improve
the welfare and economic development of developing
countries1. The World Health Organization (WHO) refers
to aid as ‘development cooperation’ and defines it as ‘the
international transfer of public funds in the form of loans
or grants, either directly from one government to another
(bilateral aid), or indirectly through nongovernmental
organizations or a multilateral agency (multilateral aid)
such as the World Bank or WHO’2.
The boundary of development assistance and aid is
delineated in many fields, including military aid, to finance
peacekeeping aims, nuclear energy, and the cultivation
of cultural programmes3. According to the World Bank,
‘international development assistance’ (IDA, aid as defined
by the World Bank) is one of two conventional financial
flows to developing countries, the other being foreign
investment flows.4 Eligibility for IDA mostly depends on
the state of country’s economy, as defined by GNI (gross
national income) per capita, which in the 2014 fiscal year
would be below the established threshold of $12055.
“Eighty two countries are currently eligible to receive
IDA resources. Together, these countries are home to
2.8 billion people, half of the total population of the
developing world. An estimated 1.8 billion people there
survive on incomes of $2 or less a day”6, highlighting
the importance of aid and development, and country
dependency on aid to develop, grow and prosper.
Development assistance differs from humanitarian
assistance by the more immediate need of the
latter assistance. As defined by Global Humanitarian
Assistance, it is ‘aid and action designed to save lives,
alleviate suffering and maintain and protect human
dignity during and in the aftermath of emergencies’7. It
also differs from other forms of foreign development aid
and assistance by following the principles of humanity,
neutrality, impartiality and independence, being more
immediate and short-term in nature8.

Historically, the definition of aid and development has
evolved significantly, from its colonial days, to the rise
of international organizations and donor agencies in
the immediate aftermath of the Second World War,
to the evolution of the role of aid and development,
and re-thinking its impact and effectiveness from the
1990’s onwards10. For example, in Britain the Colonial
Development Act of 1929 was the culmination of a
long process of moving from a laissez faire economy
and colonial economic operation towards colonial
assistance11, ‘aid money from the colonisers to their
colonial governments’12. The real expansion of an ‘aid
doctrine’ was after World War Two, with the establishment
of the United Nations together with international financial
institutions like the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD or World Bank) & the International
Monetary Fund (IMF)13. “The Marshall Plan symbolized
bilateral assistance, from the United States to countries
of Europe. The setting up of the United Nations, and the
Bretton Woods conference that set up the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund, represented the
multilateral tendency in development assistance”14. The
views held by western policy makers during the course
of the Cold War was that the West should be interested in
the development of the poorest and the least developed
nations ‘which aspire to a neutral or Western-committed
existence, and as much interested in the neutrals as the
committed’15.
“Throughout the 1950’s, the 1960’s and the 1970’s,
through the different development and aid doctrines, one
issue was constantly alluded to and criticized by both left
and right in the west. This was the practice of tied aid, a
practice with a tradition going back to the earliest origins
of aid, where the recipient country was given the money
conditional on spending it on the products of the donor
country”16. However, development started to focus more
on social implications such as health, education, income
inequality and gender equality, rather than merely on
economic growth17.

The evolution of aid and development:

The 1980’s are considered to be the ‘lost decade of
development’ as recession in the developed world and
debt crisis in developing countries and great structural
adjustment policies of the World Bank and regional
development banks forced major economic reforms
through privatisation and deregulation in the developing
world that did not lead to real growth or development
in less developed countries18. ‘Partly as a response to
the failure of explicitly growth-focused aid in alleviating
poverty, governments come together to form an
international action plan to increase the amount of aid
by 2015 to 0.7% of GNI and to target poverty reduction in
eight areas’19, thus the development and implementation
of the millennium development goals with the turn of
the century.

1 http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/officialdevelopmentassistancedefinitionandcoverage.htm
2 http://www.who.int/trade/glossary/story016/en/
3 Ibid.
4 http://www.worldbank.org/depweb/beyond/beyondco/beg_13.pdf
5 http://www.worldbank.org/ida/borrowing-countries.html
6 Ibid
7 http://www.globalhumanitarianassistance.org/data-guides/defining-humanitarian-aid
8 Ibid
9 http://www.globalissues.org/article/35/foreign-aid-development-assistance

10 http://www.worldbank.org/ida/papers/IDA15_Replenishment/Aidarchitecture.pdf
11 http://www.arts.cornell.edu/poverty/kanbur/handbookaid.pdf
12 http://aidwatch.org.au/where-is-your-aid-money-going/what-is-aid/a-brief-history-of-aid
13 Ibid
14 http://www.arts.cornell.edu/poverty/kanbur/handbookaid.pdf
15 Ibid
16 Ibid
17 http://aidwatch.org.au/where-is-your-aid-money-going/what-is-aid/a-brief-history-of-aid
18 Ibid
19 Ibid

Both humanitarian assistance and development aid have
been recognized as crucial to help poor developing
nations and transition economies grow out of poverty
and efficiently develop9.
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“The current state of the aid discourse reflects its
evolution over the last fifty years or more. It also reflects
the current state of the development doctrine. This
doctrine appears to be at a high state of synthesis, with
most of the elements of the previous debates being
present (Kanbur and Vines, 2000). While there is no
strong move to return to the highly statist and inward
looking regimes of the 1950’s through the 1970’s, the
“market fundamentalism” zeal of the 1980s and early
1990s has been tempered considerably (Kanbur, 2001).
The role of government is more clearly recognized, as is
the importance of accountability of these governments.
Overall macroeconomic policy is important (although
there continue to be debates on exchange rate regimes
or on trade liberalization), but specific interventions to
help the poor benefit from overall policy and growth
are very much on the agenda. Thus intrahousehold and
gender issues are emphasized, as are environmental
degradation and its effects on the poor. The role of
institutions, national and global, in determining the
outcomes of policy is thought to be central. One factor
that is emphasized more strongly than ever before
is global interdependence and the need for strong
management of international spillovers, be they through
infectious diseases, civil war, or financial contagion”20.
Furthermore, now – one year from the completion
of the millennium development goals, the role of aid
and development are being re-thought. According to
OECD the current global development environment is
being shaped by some key trends: “The world’s centre
of economic gravity is changing, and developing and
emerging economies are among the key drivers of global
economic growth; there is a growing diversity of growth
and development models, which underscores the fact
that there is no one-size-ﬁts-all solution and ultimately
the people who know best what a country needs to break
the pernicious cycle of poverty and deprivation are the
people in that country itself. Many developing economies
are becoming important actors in international ﬁnance,
trade, investment and development co-operation;
development challenges are global challenges, and
the various existing insecurities associated with climate
change, resource scarcity and food and energy
insecurities may have implications for all, and highlights
the need for collective and coordinated global action
initiatives”21.

Aid effectiveness?
“Aid – income redistribution between humans – is a
phenomenon that is very deeply embedded in human
behaviour. Indeed, humanity could not survive without
it. For instance, sharing food and other basic resources
in families and kin groups is essential for the survival of
mankind – as essential as it is for most other animals”22.
Many academics have investigated the role of aid to
promote economic growth, and have recommended
that aid infusion is an effective mean of escaping poverty
traps and promoting development (Sachs et al., 2004;
20 http://www.arts.cornell.edu/poverty/kanbur/handbookaid.pdf

r

21 http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/0111101e.pdf?expi es=1394462154&id
=id&accname=guest&checksum=5B1701883E1853D2522DFAEE1598985D
22 http://www.oecd.org/dev/devcom/34353531.pdf
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Sachs 2005a, 2005b), and major efforts have been
undertaken to mobilize resources for increases in aid23.
However, many argue that aid has historically been an
inefficient tool for promoting growth and development
(Easterly, 2007a, 2007b) and that large increases in aid
are not desirable24. (Banerjee et.al., 2003) also gives a
pessimistic view of aid ‘we live in an age of aid pessimism.
There is a strong presumption that aid can at best help
people survive—but it cannot promote development’.25
In a paper by (Alesina et.al., 1998), it is argued that there
exists an ‘aid pattern’, dictated by political and strategic
factors26, which may further limit aid effectiveness.
The international aid effectiveness agenda has been
evolving for over a decade; “the International Conference
on Financing for Development, Monterey, 2002; the High
Level Forum on Harmonization (HLF- 1), Rome, 2003;
the Second High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness (HLF2), Paris, 2005; and the Third High Level Forum on Aid
Effectiveness (HLF-3), Accra, 2008”27. The Second High
Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness (Paris, 2005) which
culminated in the Paris Declaration (PD), set out five
principles of aid effectiveness—ownership, alignment,
harmonization, managing for results, and mutual
accountability28, and is followed by large international
organisations like the World Bank.
The aid effectiveness agenda has been evolving therefore
due to the increasing awareness of the questionable
nature of the effectiveness of aid. This is associated
to the rise of largely negative views of the real impact
of aid. “[T]he decade of the 1990s was marked by a
strong and lingering case of ‘aid fatigue’ influenced by
the rising fear that foreign assistance was generating
aid dependency relationships in poor countries. The
issue of the effectiveness of aid conditionality was
also critically debated” (Thorbecke, 2000)29. “Foreign
aid programmes for providing economic assistance
to less developed countries have fallen on hard times.
The nominal amounts of aid pledged by developed
areas have recently been falling and the real values of
economic assistance have fallen even further. This is
due in part to the diversion of attention of the donor
countries to other foreign policy issues. It is due partly to
their increased preoccupation with their own domestic
problems. There has, however, also been a growing
disenchantment with the potential for development in
the poor countries and also with the role which foreign
aid can play in development. Optimistic expectations of
rapid growth in less developed countries have given way
to sceptical evaluations of their actual performance. The
contribution of foreign aid to development has also been
evaluated more sceptically and its possible disincentive
effects are now emphasized.” (Bhagwati and Eckhaus,
1970)30.

Blurring of aid and developmental goals
Can aid flows through donor agencies and humanitarian
assistance be free from military and political goals and
perspectives? Although distinct in nature international
military, political and humanitarian agendas are strongly
interlinked by the willingness to provide solutions to
complex emergencies whilst still being able to address
pressing security threats, and this is where the lines may
get ‘blurred’.
Duffield argues that there is a clear blurring of the lines
and that aid is essentially political (Anderson, 1996; Cutts,
1998; Weiss, 1999)31. This is similar with humanitarian
assistance, “it has always been a highly political activity. It
has always influenced the political economy of recipient
countries, and has always been influenced by the political
considerations of donor governments”32, highlighting
the politicization of humanitarian assistance.

more actors within the ‘aid industry’, more aims, and a
greater chance that these boundaries will get ‘blurred’.
Many humanitarians are also concerned about the
blurring of humanitarian assistance with military goals,
and with the trends in political engagement by donor
states36. Furthermore, many identify and emphasize
that “the blurring of humanitarian and political-military
agendas is provoking an increase of violence against
aid workers and the loss of access in some complex
emergencies”37.
There is a strong perception within the humanitarian
community that, especially from the perspective of an
aid worker, ‘humanitarian space is indeed diminishing’38.
Furthermore, many claim that due to humanitarian space
shrinking the blurring of lines with political and military
agendas may become more evident, and may make
access to vulnerable groups more difficult39.

Duffield is particularly sceptical about the real use of
aid, arguing that aid flows are new ways of governing
at a distance, “new public management techniques have
allowed novel and flexible forms of strategic alliance
to emerge that cut across traditional international aid
boundaries”33 and aid as a means of gaining influence,
“over the past twenty-five years, donor governments,
UN agencies, regional bodies, NGOs, commercial
companies, and so on, have gained new forms of
economic, social and political influence in relation to
the internal affairs of contested states within zones of
insecurity”34. He also supports the view that there is an
increasing role of the private sector in the distribution of
aid, “multinational companies, including private security
companies, have also become part of a proliferating
system of public/private networking and inter-action”35,
thus bringing to light the fact that there are now many

Figure 1:40

31
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1467-7660.t01-1-00260/pdf
32
http://www.odi.org.uk/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinionfiles/295.pdf
33
http://international.uiowa.edu/sites/international.uiowa.edu/files/file_uploads/
powerofaid.pdf
34
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1467-7660.t01-1-00260/pdf
35
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1467-7660.t01-1-00260/pdf

36
Collinson, Sarah, Samir Elhawary and Robert Muggah, ‘States of fragility:
stabilization and its implications for humanitarian action’, HPG Working Paper, ODI, May 2010.
37
Ibid
38
http://www.unhcr.org/4b68042d9.html
39
‘Shrinking Humanitarian Space? Trends and Prospects on Security and
Access’, The Journal of Humanitarian Assistance, November 24, 2010
40
https://sites.tufts.edu/jha/archives/1625

23 http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2009/wp09118.pdf
24 http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2009/wp09118.pdf
25 http://web.archive.org/web/20080410233354/http://www.econ.nyu.edu/cvstarr/
conferences/ForeignAid/papers/Banerjee.pdf
26 http://www.nber.org/papers/w6612.pdf
27 http://www1.worldbank.org/operations/aideffectiveness/documents/WorldBank&AidEffe
ctiveness2011Final.pdf
28 Ibid
29 http://www.arts.cornell.edu/poverty/kanbur/handbookaid.pdf
30 http://www.arts.cornell.edu/poverty/kanbur/handbookaid.pdf
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APPENDIX 3: GRAPHS AND TABLES
Table 1: Generated data from December 1 2008 to
December 1 2013
December 2008 – November 2009
Months
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

Baseline
442
424
469
702
497
505
442
1263
1268
1250
1086
1393

Women
11
4
9
26
67
27
19
35
56
34
23
39

Corruption
7
11
8
25
6
5
3
16
53
41
21
174

Aid/Dev't
25
11
11
29
20
19
19
29
32
20
15
15

December
2009 –
November
2010
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

Baseline
938
925
722
680
614
512
868
1002
599
704
746
722

Women
23
25
18
24
25
18
17
24
38
24
8
14

Corruption
41
35
9
29
29
19
18
35
17
24
11
15

Aid/Dev't
22
48
17
20
19
33
35
76
81
67
107
31

Baseline
510
329
369
478
490
493
664
691
471
678
582
503

Women
17
7
23
18
17
16
46
6
9
35
48
36

Corruption
20
6
5
5
6
8
22
14
15
9
9
7

Aid/Dev't
31
28
12
24
19
38
34
33
42
19
37
20

December
2010 –
November
2011
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
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December
2011 –
November
2012
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

Baseline
566
512
560
1563
759
801
653
780
540
1246
843
855

Women
41
18
17
71
21
26
59
27
32
68
50
51

Corruption
16
6
1
18
17
11
10
19
5
5
7
23

Aid/Dev't
45
20
6
40
29
24
67
53
11
33
29
10

Baseline
690
954
569
564
605
781
781
452
457
441
526
649

Women
40
59
28
26
64
46
25
20
22
33
28
42

Corruption
5
9
22
6
13
24
5
3
2
5
11
1

Aid/Dev't
15
22
20
30
17
18
27
18
16
16
25
40

December
2012 –
November
2013
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

Graph 3.2 Thematic media coverage (2009-2013)
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Table 2: Total number and monthly average, per
year (2009-2013)
Year

Total no. of articles
in year

Monthly average of no. of
articles

2009

9741

811.75

2010

9032

752.7

2011

6258

521.5

2012

9678

806.5

2013

7469

622.4

Table 3: The greatest peak and troughs, per year
(2009-2013)
Year

Month

Peak
(no .of
articles)

Month

Trough
(no .of Difference1
articles)

2009

November

1393

January

424

69.6%

2010

July

1002

May

512

48.9%

2011

July

691

January

329

52.4%

2012

March

1563

January

512

67.2%

2013

January

954

September

441

53.8%

Change in media coverage per year of 3 themes:
Table 4: December 2008 – November 2009
Months
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
TOTAL

Women

Corruption

11
4
9
26
67
27
19
35
56
34
23
39
350

7
11
8
25
6
5
3
16
53
41
21
174
370

Aid/
Dev't
25
11
11
29
20
19
19
29
32
20
15
15
245

Table 5: December 2009 – November 2010
Months
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
TOTAL

43
26
28
80
93
51
41
80
141
95
59
228

Graph 3: December 2008 – November 2009

Corruption

23
25
18
24
25
18
17
24
38
24
8
14
258

41
35
9
29
29
19
18
35
17
24
11
15
282

Aid/
Dev't
22
48
17
20
19
33
35
76
81
67
107
31
556

TOTAL
86
108
44
73
73
70
70
135
136
115
126
60

Graph 4: December 2009 – November 2010

Months
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
TOTAL

Women
41
18
17
71
21
26
59
27
32
68
50
51
481

Corruption
16
6
1
18
17
11
10
19
5
5
7
23
138

Aid/
Dev't
45
20
6
40
29
24
67
53
11
33
29
10
367

Change in media coverage per theme between
December 2008 and November 2013:

TOTAL
102
44
24
129
67
61
136
99
48
106
86
84

Aid and development:
•
•
•
•

Increase in media coverage by 52% between
2009-2010
Decrease in media coverage by 65%
between 2010-2011
Increase in media coverage by 8.2% between
2011-2012
Decrease in media coverage by 39%
between 2012-2013

Graph 6: December 2010 – November 2011

i

December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
TOTAL

Women

Corruption

17
7
23
18
17
16
46
6
9
35
48
36
278

20
6
5
5
6
8
22
14
15
9
9
7
126

Aid/
Dev't
31
28
12
24
19
38
34
33
42
19
37
20
337

Corruption/bribery:
• Decrease in media coverage by 45.7% between
2009-2010

Table 8: December 2012 – November 2013

Table 6: December 2010 – November 2011
Months

TOTAL

Women

Table 7: December 2011 – November 2012

TOTAL
68
41
40
47
42
62
102
53
66
63
94
63

Months
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
TOTAL

Women
40
59
28
26
64
46
25
20
22
33
28
42
433

Corruption
5
9
22
6
13
24
5
3
2
5
11
1
106

Aid/Dev't
15
22
20
30
17
18
27
18
16
16
25
40
264

TOTAL
60
90
70
62
94
88
57
41
40
54
64
83

• Decrease in media coverage by 123.8% between
2010-2011
•

Increase in media coverage by 8.7% between
2011-2012

• Decrease in media coverage by 30.2% between
2012- 2013

Graph 5: December 2010 – November 2011
Graph 7: December 2012 – November 2013
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Women:
•
•
•
•

Testing for potential theme overlap:

Decrease in media coverage by 44.6%
between 2009-2010
Increase in media coverage by 7.2% between
2010-2011
Increase in media coverage by 42.2%
between 2011-2012
Decrease in media coverage by 11.1%
between 2012-2013

The importance of testing for theme overlap is to
see how independent a theme is, and how much
the themes are interlinked and or interdependent.
12 months within the 5 year period were chosen
at random to test for ‘theme overlap’ for three
categories; (i) Aid/development and women; (ii)
Corruption/bribery and aid/development; and (iii)
Women and corruption/bribery, 12 out of the 60
months provides 20% of the overall sample, for each
category. This may not be the best representative
sample, but it gives an idea of any existing overlap,
and the random choosing of months was done to
attempt to limit bias. The following statistics were
obtained:
(i) Aid/Development and Women
Of the 12 months, 8 articles, or a 1.2% overlap of the
aid/development and women stories.

Media coverage of each theme as a % of total
baseline coverage in given (1-year) time period:
Aid/
Development

Corruption

Women

All 3
themes

Dec 08Nov 09:

2.5%

3.9%

3.5%

9.8%

Dec 09Nov 10:

6.2%

3.1%

2.9%

12.1%

Dec 10Nov 11:

5.4%

2%

4.4%

11.8%

Dec 11Nov 12

3.8%

1.4%

5%

8.3%

Dec 12Nov 13

3.5%

1.4%

5.8%

10.8%

(ii) Corruption/Bribery and Aid/Development
Out of the 12 months, 12 articles overlapped, or a
2.6% in corruption and aid/development stories.
(iii) Women and Corruption/Bribery
Out of the 12 months, 1 article overlapped, or a
0.2% overlap in women and corruption stories.
For corruption and aid and development to have
received the highest article overlap was expected,
corruption as a theme is important for development
studies. Women experienced the least overlap
with corruption, and can be seen as the most
independent theme. Aid and development can be
seen as a most ‘overarching’ theme, as a theme it
may encompass stories on both corruption and
women.
However, the overlaps are so significantly small,
that each theme could be viewed as a highly
independent theme.
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APPENDIX 4: INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM
CONSENT FORM

APPENDIX 5: INTERVIEW TEMPLATE 1
1.

Afghanistan and the British Print Media (2008
– 2013)
This form declares that by signing below the participant of
this interview has given consent for their views, opinions and
information disclosed in this interview to be used by the LSE
research team in the LSE research team’s final report (deadline:
March 14th 2014).
This form further declares that the LSE research team will
ensure confidentiality by guaranteeing that the identity of the
participant of this interview is made anonymous in the LSE
research team’s final report. The participant of this interview
may request a final copy of the LSE research team’s final report.
Please tick the boxes besides the questions as appropriate:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

As a journalist, what kind of articles do you focus on?
Are they mostly political and conflict related events
or?
•

What factors determine which stories you
choose to focus on?

•

Are they ever out of personal interests?

•

Or do you feel these were the most important
stories?

•

Does anything/what influences the way in
which you report on a story?

3.

•

Are there any particular underlying political
factors?

•

To what extent is ‘what sells’ an influence in
this decision?

•

Have you ever had a story rejected, and how
often do you reject stories?

•

Are

•

4.

•

..............................................................................................
Date
..............................................................................................

particular

no-no’s?

Would you say your perception on
Afghanistan is in line and consistent with
the way mainstream news outlets portray
and report on Afghanistan? If not, could you
explain why and what you believe to be the
key differences? (in what the mainstream
media has chosen to report on and also how
it has been reported)

•

Is she the single link between BAAG and the
[mainstream] media?

On BAAG’s website, under ‘media’ it says to contact
Jenny Humphreys for all media enquiries,

•

Do you think the relationship needs to be
improved?

•

How does her role in BAAG differ from the
media’s consultant?

•

And if so, how do you think that can be achieved?

•

Do they more often work hand-in-hand, or
independent of each other?

•

Looking into the future, are there any factors
that you feel are going to have relevant
bearings on the ways in which major and
mainstream UK media outlets frame their
articles?

4.

What do you think Britain’s future role should
be for Afghanistan (particularly concerning
aid and development)- and how do you think
this will be portrayed by the media over the
next year?

Lastly, do you have any relevant contacts that would be willing
to also talk to us?

Online, it also says that BAAG can provide expert
commentary on humanitarian and development
issues in Afghanistan,
•

How often does BAAG do this, and to what sources
do they provide their ‘expert commentary’?

•

What are your perceptions of BAAG’s potential
role in the media?

•

What obstacles are you aware of/have you
encountered in terms of dealing with the media
for BAAG (as an advocacy organisation)?

•

How do you aim to overcome these in the future?

Do you feel that reporting on aid and
development is undermined by conflict and
event stories?
Do you think aid and development to
Afghanistan over the past decade has been
successful/there have been improvements
on the ground? Would you say your opinion
differs from how you think the media
has portrayed aid and development to
Afghanistan?
How do you view the stories surrounding, in
particular, aid and development evolving in
the near future?

•

Do you think this theme will receive more
media attention given the troop withdrawal
in 2014?

5.

From a journalists perspective, OXFAM or Save the
Children are NGO’s which get their stories published
and covered most frequently in the mainstream [print]
media-,

•

Why do you think this is the case?

•

Has BAAG ever advocated that a story gets published
in the media?

•

What constraints may BAAG face that OXFAM or Save
the Children do not?

6.

BAAG are undertaking the ‘Changing the Narrative’
campaign in 2014,

•

How do you perceive this campaign - do you see it as
relevant to pursue, realistic, etc?

•

Seeing as the campaign is media-oriented, how will

APPENDIX 6: INTERVIEW TEMPLATE 2
1.

Seeing as we are doing a media-focused consultancy
report we thought it would be beneficial for us to gain
a greater insight into BAAG’s work and relationship
with the media thus far,

Do you believe there are external
factors that affect how and how much
the media covers Afghanistan? (so the
political climate, public perception etc.)

•
Signature
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any

What have been her main goals/aims, and what
targets/achievements has she met since joining
you?

FUTURE

AID/DEVELOPMENT – Considering the West’s/UK’s
withdrawal from Afghanistan, and that most of our
project is based on aid and development•

..............................................................................................

there

3.

•

PERCEPTION- MEDIA BIAS
•

I understand that I can request
a copy of the LSE research
team’s final report, but shall
keep all seen information of the
final report confidential.

Name of Participant

6.

What is your perception of the blurring of aid
and the military in the UK media? – Especially
regarding the bilateral trade agreement; UK
support for sustaining aid and development
to Afghanistan; the resurgence of opium
farming, etc.

Could you comment on the relationship between
NGO’s and Aid Agencies and the media:

What are your perceptions on how print media outlets
choose to publish particular articles over other-

I understand that my identity
will not be disclosed in the LSE
research team’s final report.

I agree to take part in the above
study.

5.

•
2.

I
confirm
that
I
have
understood the information
provided to me regarding the
above study. I have considered
the information and I have
made an informed choice to
be interviewed.

I
understand
that
my
participation is voluntary and
that I am free to withdraw at
any time, without giving any
reason.

•

2.

•

How would you describe BAAG’s relationship
with the media as it stands?

•

Does BAAG have any particular media
strategy or policy at the moment?

•

How important is the media to an organisation
like BAAG?

BAAG has had a media consultant working for them
since 2011, and her role has been to develop a new
media strategy aimed at raising the profile of umbrella
group for aid agencies,
•

you contribute to it?

Could you elaborate more on her role as a media
consultant for BAAG?
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